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Acknowledgement of Country
Tropical Fruits acknowledges the Widjabul / Wia-bal
People of the Bundjalung Nation and pays our respect
to Elders past, present and emerging. We also
acknowledge the historic injustices to which they have
been subjected.
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Chair’s Welcome
Hello and welcome to the inaugural Tropical
Fruits comprehensive Annual Report for
2020. This is the first time that Tropical
Fruits has presented an annual report and
we are very excited. This is our opportunity
to be able to showcase to you the fantastic
achievements that our volunteers, staff and
Committee members have been working
towards during the past year.

Vonn Dengate
Chair 2020

Tropical Fruits are celebrating our successes
of the past year. Over the past few months,
we have been busy identifying ideas, goals,
dreams and aspirations through a visioning
process. We have asked our members, our
Committee and our Fruity community what
you would like to see at Tropical Fruits. We
consulted
with
other
like-minded
organisations and we had a look in the rearview mirror at the ways in which we have
been doing things. The vision process has
provided a statement that covers our
values, our mission and will help steer
Tropical Fruits into the future.
Inside of this fabulous annual report, you
will find out what the Committee, staff and
volunteers have been up to during the year
of COVID.
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We are super excited to present to you a
fabulous list of achievements which
include a long-awaited access lift to
provide access for all to our Clubhouse,
the purchase of a property adjacent to our
Clubhouse which will support the
development of a Fruity community hub.
The passion and commitment of members
of our Subcommittees is really inspiring.
These Subcommittees include (but are not
limited to) the newly formed (and also long
awaited) Indigenous Advisory group, Trans
and Gender Diverse group as well as The
Lesbian Caucus (TLC). We have had an
exceptionally dedicated and talented
Communications team who have been
working diligently to keep us all connected
through social media and all forms of
electronic communication and our Fun,
Safe and Inclusive team are working hard
to ensure that we are just that - fun, safe
and inclusive.
We haven’t been able to provide you with
a dance floor but we have been able to
bring you “Live Fruits” streaming events in
response to the COVID restrictions. Our
‘Bushfruits’ land care group have not only
been tending to sacred land on the
outskirts of our Lismore Showgrounds,
these ecowarriors, along with our Climate
Adaptation group, have been integral in
the planning of the development of the
community gardens. The gardens will
include food gardens, native plantings and
a communal space to gather, sit, relax and
enjoy.

Tropical Fruits Governance
This year the Management Committee is
also recommending we create a two-year
Committee Term with split term elections,
meaning only half the committee would be
elected each year at the AGM and the term
would be for two years. This is to ensure
Committee members have enough time to
learn the ropes and really develop their
leadership and areas of focus on
Committee, while still ensuring fresh
leadership opportunities each year.

We all think of Tropical Fruits as a Social Club
and of course we are! We have also been an
incorporated association since 1988 and we
are
not-for-profit.
An
incorporated
association is a legal structure under the
NSW Incorporated Association Act. As an
incorporated association we have many
members both financial and non-financial
and are managed by a voluntary
Management Committee of 9 elected who
meet regularly and are elected at an Annual
General Meeting (AGM) of the members to
manage the affairs of the association.
All members have the opportunity to meet at
least annually at the AGM. We have a
number of rules that govern the running of
the Association and the AGM and these are
set out in our Constitution. Incorporation is a
voluntary, simple and inexpensive means of
establishing a legal entity. It is an alternative
to forming, for example, a company limited
by a guarantee, or co-operative. It is
particularly suitable for a small, communitybased organisation like ours.
Strategic Planning is just one area of
Governance
leadership
that
is
the
responsibility of the Committee. The
Committee underwent Governance Training
in April 2020 and developed a Workplan to
meet these important responsibilities. These
include; team building, feedback & any
complaints, monitoring the performance of
staff, finances and the committee itself,
ensuring our policy and procedures are up
to date, having clear and beneficial
partnerships and that conflict of interest and
risk over all is managed appropriately for
Tropical Fruits.

Tropical Fruits Vision Statement 2021

Marie Reilly
Tropical Fruits Club Manager
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Tropical Fruits Committee + Staff
Committee 2020:
Left to right front:
Mel Rogers, Lolly, Ali Corfield, Vonn
Dengate, Jaimie Nash.
Left to right back: Greg Jakes,
Magnus Dean, Annie Monks.

Our Committee:
Chair
Vonn Dengate
Event Coordinator
Kam McNeil
Secretary
Mel Rogers
Treasurer
Ali Corfield

Our Staff:
Club Manager
Marie Reilly

Extra – Ordinary Members
Annie Monks
Deb Jackson (centre)
Greg Jakes
Jaimie Nash
Magnus Dean

Production Assistant
Kelly Freeman

Public Officer
Uncle Ian Gray Teascosy
Accounts Officer
Greg Smirnovs aka Forte
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Chair's Annual Report
As we are all too aware, 2020 was a difficult year
for many of us. The Committee were forced to
make the heart-breaking decision to cancel the
2020 Tropical Fruits festival, along with the
smaller Tropical Fruits parties traditionally held
throughout the year. We acknowledge the
disappointment felt by our festival goers, our
volunteers, our Fruity community and indeed,
the wider community of the Northern Rivers who
have always benefited significantly from the
influx of our party goers.
With the cancellation of the festival, the
Committee have been provided an opportunity
to take stock. The Committee has been able to
take the time to really invest in good governance,
a review and renew of existing policies and
procedures and to undertake a process of
developing a new strategic plan.

Life Membership award is a stand-alone
nomination as Destiny’s contribution and cultural
leadership to Tropical Fruits and the LGBTIQ+
communities is indeed in a class of their own
fabulousness. Destiny Haz Arrived is our Widjibul
Queen from Bundjalung Country right here in
Lismore Northern NSW.

2020 Life Membership Nominee
Destiny Haz Arrived

The
Committee
has
demonstrated
a
responsiveness and agility to the COVID situation
and we have used this opportunity as a very
important pivoting point in the direction of our
Club. We have listened to our members and it is
clear, along with a wonderful festival, people
have asked for smaller events, inclusive of all of
our LGBTIQ+ community.

Destiny has been an active member of Tropical
Fruits since early 2000 and has made an
outstanding contribution to the Club in many
ways, but most outstanding is Destiny’s role as
our Bundjalung Queen and officially welcoming
all Tropical Fruits New Year’s Eve festival guests
to Bundjalung Country every year since 2010.
This also included organising our first smoking
ceremony with his Uncle Gilbert Laurie which led
the 2019 Parade and Festival Opening Soiree.
Destiny also made a pre-recorded Welcome to
Country for our Livestream NYE event 2020.

We are putting in the foundations that will
support the development of a community Hub
within which we can provide smaller events,
events that are drug and alcohol free, all ages
and Fruity family friendly. We will be developing
community gardens, an arts space, a place for all It has been an absolute pleasure to serve as your
to access and a return to our grassroots.
Chair person in 2020 and I look forward to more
fun Fruity times with our community at the AGM
Tropical Fruits are proud to announce the and into the future.
recipient of this year’s Life Membership is Colin
Roberts AKA Destiny Haz Arrived. We are Vonn Dengate
especially excited to announce that this years’
Chair 2020
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Secretary's Annual Report
The Secretary role focuses on Governance,
including systems and related processes that
direct and control accountable decision making
in Tropical Fruits, and leadership, strategic
direction, adherence to legal and ethical
values-based practice, risk assessment, vision
building and performance monitoring.

Volunteers
Tropical Fruits is a volunteer run organisation, a
big round of applause to all of us!
Despite the unusual year we have just had,
some awesome, largely volunteer initiatives
happened. Other Committee members will
detail these more, but I want to call out these:
Purchase, clean-up and renovations of the
Casino Street house
Relocation of stock between the Clubhouse
and the new building to facilitate a
Clubhouse Social Hub for all of our Fruity
mob to enjoy and share
Installation of a Disability Lift at the
Clubhouse
New events: Fruity Fridays and Live Fruits DJ
live streams
Committee members are volunteers too
and work hard all year so that Fruits is in
good shape to run future events, in
accordance with COVID and other related
laws and regulations.

The Secretary ensures that all the legal
requirements of Tropical Fruits are carried out,
assists in the organisation of Management
Committee meetings, AGMs and any Special
General
Meetings,
and
leads
the
Communications Subcommittee.
Policies
Without having parties to produce, Committee
had a good amount of time to drive required
governance tasks to completion. So we had a
policy party, as our Chair Vonn calls it!
We reviewed key existing policies and created
some new ones. Working with an external
expert, the following polices have now been
created or reviewed and are available on our
website under About at
https://tropicalfruits.org.au/
Membership
In a 'normal' year, most membership
applications occur in the period
leading up to the New Year Festival.
For 2020-2021, these occurred in
relation to the LiveFruits DJ streams (more on these in the Event
Coordinator's report), to total: 59 new
+ 57 renewing members.
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Communications Report
In
2020
Tropical
Fruits
formed
a
Communications group for the first time. We
aimed to:
Ensure consistent communications across
all public platforms
Publish Fun, Safe and Inclusive content
Support & collaborate with Committee and
Subcommittees, and external stakeholders
Promote other content of interest to
members

Fruit Juice
The Fruit Juice is the newsletter of The
Tropical Fruits Inc. We send this to those in
our membership database, and hope to soon
increase this from quarterly to monthly.

2020 saw a change of editor from Scott
Harlum, who we give our ongoing thanks to
for all of his hard word producing over a
dozen issues these last couple of years. We
warmly welcomed aboard Kane Jones as our
new editor who is also an active and highly
Social Media
Throughout COVID we developed and sourced valued member of the Comms team.
content for our Facebook page that was funny,
supportive, and informative.
Brand Refresh & Merch
We have recently refreshed our brand
and Committee Member Deb Jackson
has created us a gorgeous new logo.
This is featured on our brand new
online Tropical Fruits Merchandise
Store.
https://www.redbubble.com/shop/a
p/63489636
Website
In 2020 we will begin a review of our
website. Watch this space!

Our post announcing that we could not hold
the NY Festival engaged the highest amount of
people reached +28,000. This made us all very
sad, but many of the +300 comments added by
you our community members were absolutely
heart warming.
We now include Image Descriptions on all of
our posts, to support those who can't see the
image and may use a screen reader or just
want the image described.

As always, it's really
so special to be a
part of our fruity fam.
Mel Rogers
Secretary 2020
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Event Coordinator's Annual Report
Fruity Fridays at the local Civic Hotel brought us
physically together while still social distancing.
Fruity Fridays is trying to become self-funded with
raffles, and an eventual door entry when we can
return to dancing to cover DJ costs. We purchased
DJ Decks and sound system to save on hiring
equipment. We also use the new equipment for
monthly Live Fruits, this has made organising the
events much easier. So now we have the PA &
Decks at the ready for us.

Well what a ride 2020 was. I couldn’t attend the
2020 AGM as I was in Bali, but I got home before
COVID-19 hit so didn't miss the opportunity that
the Fruity community gave me again, to be Event
Coordinator for Tropical Fruits 2020.

It was a great turn out for 2020 AGM, and hopefully
we have a larger group for this 2021 AGM. Thank
you to everyone that continued to support TF
throughout 2020. COVID interfered in different
aspects of our lives, many people were affected for
numerous reasons, and we hope anyone affected Christmas party.
The Fruity family gathered at the Northern Rivers
by illness or restrictions are all safe and well.
Hotel in December to catch up after a long weird
year. We enjoyed catching up with each other, as
Small Parties in 2020.
COVID lead to the cancellation of the Easter 2020 well as some music and good food.
party “So Over the Rainbow”. We tried planning an
event for different situations, until we couldn’t plan
anymore. COVID sadly cancelled other events for
the year, too. We also did a lot of planning in case
we could have New Year’s, which sadly was unable
to eventuate either. But the fabulous Committee,
made sure that Tropical Fruits come out of 2020
with a greater depth of understanding, policies in
place and leaping forward towards strategic
planning.
2020 Fruity Christmas Party
Global Pride.
We were requested to put together a short Tropical
Fruits video that was aired at Global Pride online in
June 27th 2020 it was great to see everyone’s
videos and ours going live world-wide.
https://www.globalpride2020.org/watch

Live Fruits.
We initiated a monthly live streamed DJ session
called “Live Fruits” free for community to party in
their own homes and still feel connected with their
Fruits family. The DJs felt a bit weird DJ’ing to no
party goers, but were enjoyed at home, far and
wide. It was a huge success brining us together
every month when we couldn’t be physically
together.

With the strange year that was 2020 passed, we are
hoping that 2021 brings our Fruity family back
together even stronger than before. The Clubhouse
Check out some of the Live Fruits DJ sets here is set to again become a Community Hub to meet,
socialise, express yourself, chill and work together
https://www.mixcloud.com/TropicalFruits/
as a family in 2021.
Fruity Fridays PA & DJ Decks.
Fruity Fridays was unfortunately put on hold in early Looking forward to seeing you all at the Clubhouse.
2020 due to COVID restrictions. When it returned
mid-year, we decided to ease back in with monthly Kam McNeil
sessions, currently on the first Friday of the month. Event Coordinator 2020
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Treasurers Report 2020
Treasury is presenting the audited financial
report for members of Tropical Fruits
Incorporated. This Audit covers the previous
financial year starting 1st October 2019 and
ending 30th September 2020. The Audit was
prepared by Gaertner & Associates with M&K
Business Solutions (Auditor). The figures in the
Audit do not include GST.

Income was the amount we earned.
Income total was $599,414 which was
$301,570 less than the previous financial
year due to not holding an NYE event in
2020 due to COVID19.
Expenses total was $751,658. Expenses
increased with the implementation of the
largest NYE budget implemented up to
date. Consequently, this audit is running at
a $152,244 deficit.

It must be noted, this audit has only part of the
income represented for ‘Haus of Fruits’ event,
with September 2019 ticket sales ($240,059)
included in previous audit, but all of the
expenses associated with this event are
included. Hence a deficit is shown in this audit
period.

I would like to take the time to thank the
Tropical Fruits Inc., fabulous bookkeeper, Greg
Smirnovs aka Fortesque, for all his hard work
and great tunes this year. I would also like to
thank the Finance committee for always
supporting me, and looking to financially
The main part of the audit report includes; the diversify Tropical Fruits in the future.
Balance Sheet (Assets & Liabilities) and the
Income & Expenditure Statement (Surplus &
Deficit).
Main points
Assets as of the 30th September 2020. A
deposit of 25K for the Casino Street house
& block is recorded. Total Assets are
$982,149
including
Bank
Balances,
Accounts Receivable, GST owing to Fruits
and land values.
Liabilities as at 30th September 2020
includes accounts payable, tax and
provisions made for employees (leave and
super), GST owing to ATO and long term
mortgage on the Clubhouse ($32,788.38).
Total Liabilities owing are $12,069.
Net worth for Tropical Fruits as at 30
September 2020 was $970,080 which is a
decrease of $152,244 from the previous
year due to high expenditure for NYE and
September sales not being represented
here.

It has been a pleasure serving with the
Committee this year.
Fruitfully
Alison Corfield – Treasurer
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Club Manager's Annual Report
What an interesting year 2020 was. At the
beginning of the year we would not have
imagined in a million years that we would
not be going ahead with our flagship New
Year’s Festival. Well, by April we had shut
the Clubhouse to visitors, I was working
from home and Committee and other Fruits
meetings all found out what ‘Zoom’ was. By
July we had cancelled two small parties and
the Festival. Which left us with the time to
really roll up our sleeves on some much
needed attention to other areas of the
Club.
In 2020, we moved both our long serving
Production Assistant, Kelly, and Accounts
officer, Forte, onto permanent employment
contracts with Tropical Fruits. Thus giving
them the job security they deserved and
bringing
Fruits
in
line
with
our
responsibilities as a long term employer. As
Club Manager I report to our fabulously
Fruity Chair, Vonn, and I have also been
receiving external supervision with Tim
Childs to continue to grow and
development my management practice,
which has been a good support to me and
the Club over all.

With the support of Christine and the
Committee we now have a modern and
compliant WHS & Risk Management,
Governance, Finance and Communications
Policy in place to guide our work. The new
Committee will be approving a new HR
policy before we finish up with Chris on
what has come to be know as our ‘policy
party’.
In 2020, Christine also successfully
tendered for our Grants Program
Development’ Contract that was advertised
late last year. We are now under way to
build and train a Grants Team, put our
prioritised “Wish List” of ‘shovel ready’ shelf
projects together and have the skills,
confidence and assets in place to successful
apply for grants for Tropical Fruits.
Last year we did a review of our Insurance
needs and changed providers and are now
with local and LGBTIQ+ friendly provider
Dudgeon Berry Insurance Group for all our
insurances. We are thankful to Daniel at DB
Berry who has been very friendly,
professional and always ready to help.

Also in 2020, long overdue and much
needed policy review and development is
now nearly complete and Fruits is very
pleased to be working with the wonderfully
Fruity and capable Christine Minkov on
this.
LiveFruits 2020
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Club Manager's Annual Report 2
A part of my role as Club Manager and
one that I most treasure is supporting our
Committee
&
Subcommittees.
coordinating
meetings,
providing
information, assisting in project planning
and along with Kelly providing any other
supports needed for these important
groups to do their Fruity work. It has been
a real honour to help get off the ground
this year the Trans and Gender Diverse,
Indigenous Advisory, The Lesbian Caucus
and
the
Climate
Adaptation
Subcommittees.

I look forward to a very exciting year
ahead continuing to look at new,
innovative and COVID safe events and
projects we can produce, especially our
plan to develop the Clubhouse, Paddock
and Casino Street house into our very
own Community Hub which we can all
collectively grow to be a vibrant and
active hive of our activities.

Lastly, I want to let you know that this will
be my last year as Club Manager and I
look forward to assisting robust
recruitment process to find the next Club
I have also enjoyed supporting the Manager with the skills and Fruitiness to
Committee
meet
its
governance help lead us on the next stage of our
responsibilities in event compliance, Tropical Fruits journey together.
drafting and reviewing an organisational
risk register, updating the conflict of
interest register, finance training and
developing the upcoming AGM Special
Resolution to move to a two year
committee term, with help from our Fruity
friend and Life Member Ken Beilby.
The eternally Fruity Tim Childs and I
facilitated a Vision workshop and the
community Strategic Planning workshop,
and I had the wonderful opportunity to
pour our amazing story of the last 30+
years into the ‘Fruity Hopes and Dreams’
report - with special historical support
from Uncle Ian - and draft or coordinate
the other guiding reports for our very Much Fruity love always,
important Strategic Planning process we Marie Reilly
are currently undergoing.
Tropical Fruits Club Manager
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Indigenous Advisory Group
Jingi-wala (Hello and welcome).
Fruits Indigenous Advisory Committee was formed in 2020, a meaningful call to
action in support of our Aboriginal & Torres Strait Islander peoples. This group
formalized the need to consult with mob ‘nothing about us, without us’. A first
for Tropical Fruits, with the group aiming to have a greater community consultation
with rainbow mob. The group consists of a wide demographic of Aboriginal people
and fruity allies. There is a strong focus on centering Bundjalung knowledge and
acknowledging their past and continuing connection to the land, sea and sky we
work and play on.
At the first meeting we yarned, sharing knowledge and had a feed together. There
was strong Aboriginal leadership present, voices heard, faces seen, and talk of the
importance of Aboriginal led initiatives. There was recognition of where Tropical
Fruits has been lacking, this emphasized the need to bring about sustainable and
much anticipated change.
The Indigenous Advisory Committee in 2020 has been motivated and working on:
what a safe space for rainbow mob looks like, language protocols, appropriate use
of flags, creating social events that are not drug and alcohol centric, creation of a
Tidda’s (women’s) social group. Seeing our faces and people who look like us in
Tropical Fruits material, acknowledging history, as well as using Aboriginal language
in formal documents.

Boogelbah boogelbah
(thank you)
Annie Monks
Extra - Ordinary Committee
Member
Annie is a mixed race
woman of English, Italian
and Aboriginal heritage
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Fun Safe & Inclusive (FSI) Subcommittee
During 2020, the Fun Safe Inclusive Subcommittee has achieved some great wins for
accessibility and inclusion at the Club. We’re really proud of the new access lift at the
Fruitbowl which allows us to welcome more folks. Disability access has been discussed
at Fruits since 2011 so it’s incredible to see action by this Committee. We’re also excited
to share that we’ve formed an Indigenous Advisory Group, a Trans & Gender Diverse
Steering Group and a Lesbian Caucus during 2020. These sub-committees are meeting
regularly to discuss ways to improve Inclusion at the Club and our events with feedback
going directly to Committee. We’ve achieved a lot for a so called ‘breather year’.

The Disabilty Lift, The Clubhouse

In terms of a yearly wrap up, we can’t forget that in April the FSI
subcommittee got together to debrief on ‘Haus of Fruits’ and to do
visioning for the year ahead. We also met (via zoom) in Spring to
produce a Terms of Reference which articulates who we are and
what we are working to achieve. Following this meeting the FSI
Chair clarified with Events, Treasury and Committee that Auslan
interpreters and toilets (safe spaces and gender neutral in
camping) are now considered standard event offerings at our New
Year’s Festival. This frees our annual budget up for projects such as
a low sensory safe space at the festival or disability awareness
training. If you want to get involved with the Fun, Safe & Inclusive
Subcommittee please reach out to fruits@tropicalfruits.org.au.

Fruity love to you!
Jaimie Nash
Extra - Ordinary Committee Member
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Climate Adaptation Subcommittee
This new Subcommittee has met 3 times in November and December 2020 and
February 2021, and has attracted a powerhouse of Fruity people with a diverse range of
skills in environmental planning, permaculture, design, community organising and
activism. Our December meeting was to specifically brainstorm and start planning to
develop the Paddock into our Club Gardens with shade trees, native and veggie
gardens, a covered pavilion for meeting, doing art or socialising together. These early
plans also want to make room for a pizza oven, modular art displays, dancing, relaxing
or even enjoying outdoor cinema. The overall vision is a climate friendly and beautiful
outdoor space for us to meet, learn and enjoy together.
The Climate group vision for our work with Tropical Fruits is:
To connect to Country
Develop a Climate Adaptation Strategic Plan
Influence behavior towards a climate friendly culture
Green our events & Clubhouse Hub
Build community resilience & wellbeing within the climate crisis
Work within a social & climate justice lens
Lead the Paddock development
Look at food, water and energy systems
Work towards Fruits producing a Climate Statement
There is no time like now to be climate aware and do all we can to build resilience and
strong community connection within Tropical Fruits.

The Paddock site will become the future Club Gardens
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Bush Fruits Group
Bush Fruits is a Subcommittee of Tropical Fruits, and is registered with Landcare NSW
and Landcare Australia as the only LGBTIQ+ landcare group in Australia. We are also
members of Richmond Landcare, the district’s Landcare support network. Bush Fruits was
formed in May 2016 to rehabilitate Slaters Creek/Banyam Baigham wetlands in North
Lismore. This is the creek that flows through the Showgrounds and meets the Wilsons
River near the Northern Rivers pub.

Left: some of the Bush Fruits crew hard at it in their happy place
Right: the Slaters Creek/Banyam Baigham wetlands

2020 was a strange and disruptive year for us all, and Landcare was certainly no exception.
After nursing our November 2019 creek-toe planting of 400 trees through that terrible
summer of 2019-2020, two successive floods around AGM time last year had the ‘babies’
under water for several days. That’s a tough ask for a small tree already under stress from
transplanting and dry summer conditions, but most of them made it through. Before we
could do much more than find the surviving trees and rinse off the mud, COVID hit. The site
was left entirely to its own devices through the pandemic and winter months, growing the
most incredible diversity of weeds, gooseberries and tomatoes North Lismore has ever seen.
This non-target growth soon outstripped the babies, and many were overshadowed and lost
the competition for light and life.
Spring rolled round and with easing restrictions we were able to get back out into the fresh
air, planning monthly sessions on alternating Thursday evenings and Sunday mornings. We
recovered the babies and have spent the growing season attempting to keep their heads
above the weeds and the water of 3 more floods, which is no mean feat in a La Nina event!
Just shy of 100 of the 400 planted have survived, which is a pretty shocking survival rate
compared to the probably 90% survival of our now-towering 2017 planting. But we shower
every one of those trees with love and encouragement every month, and we reckon they’re
as resilient as we are now.
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Bush Fruits Group 2
By the time of the 2021 AGM, we will have undertaken 6 work days and contributed over 200
volunteer hours to caring for this small patch of Banyam Baigham wetlands and had a
barrowload of eco-queer fun along the way.
Our next event is a planting (yes, higher up the bank) on Sunday 11th April 2021 at Banyam
Baigham Wetland, North Lismore. We welcome all LGBTIQ+ bushies to come along and
connect to country and community, plant a tree or two and have a laugh with Bush Fruits
Landcare.
We’d like to acknowledge support of Lismore City Council, who loan us the Community Pride
Trailer and its wonderful tools. We are also all very grateful for the ongoing support of the TF
Committee and staff. Special acknowledgement to the core crew who turn up to find the
babies each time- you know who you are!
Join the Facebook page ‘Bush Fruits Tropical Fruits Landcare’ to stay in touch with the events,
and get all the details on the upcoming planting.
https://www.facebook.com/groups/BushFruits
Hannah Rice-Hayes - co founder and coordinator

Left: Slaters Creek/Banyam Baigham wetlands
Right: Hannah Rice-Hayes and some of the Bush Fruits crew on site
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Trans and Gender Diverse (TGD) Subcommittee
The TDG Subcommittee has been meeting monthly since April 2020 and has a robust
engagement from local trans, non-binary, Sistergirl, Brotherboy and other gender diverse
community members. Some members have come and gone but the group is going strong
nearly a year later.
One of the first priorities of the group was to work with the Fruits Committee to release a
statement of support. This statement is a public acknowledgement that Tropical Fruits as a
social club acknowledges the rights of trans and gender diverse people of all ages to selfexpression, self-determination, medical, cultural and legal recognition, both within our
rainbow communities and in broader society.
The release of the statement received much positive feedback and, it is hoped, began to
create a bridge to rebuild trust and get on with building connection and some fun and
exciting projects. You can read the Tropical Fruits Acknowledges and Supports our Trans and
Gender Diverse Communities statement at https://tropicalfruits.org.au/

The Trans Rainbow flag, also known as the Progressive Rainbow Flag,
brings focus on inclusion and progress within the community.

In the spring of 2020, when the TGD group could meet again face to face, we reviewed our
priorities and decided not to run a forum but that the group itself was a means for the TGD
community to engage with Fruits and we started planning some new activities such as the
Trans Women’s Perspectives Panel, part of the Lismore Women’s Festival, and also
upcoming ‘speak out’ for Trans Day of Visibility on March 31st, we hope to see you there.
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Trans Day of Visibility

Poster design: Taz Clay
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The Lesbian Caucus (TLC)
After consultation and lobbying by a group of local Lesbians, on March 11th, the 2020
Committee approved the formation of a new working sub-committee with a view to:
finding strategies to lift the attendance numbers of Women at the New Year’s Eve Party
and other Tropical Fruits events as well as to improve Women’s safety when attending
these events, in the interests of and on the principles of inclusion and equity.
Deborah Ryan-Mills was voted in as Convenor of the Subcommittee and its title was
voted to be The Lesbian Caucus (TLC). Monday evenings was allocated for our monthly
meetings at the Clubhouse. Then COVID 19 struck! The Subcommittee was unable to
meet face-to-face and organised zoom sessions. A draft ‘Terms of Reference’ document
was discussed, altered and voted upon. The Lesbian Caucus has not met formally since
TF Committee’s announcement of the cancellation of NYE Party and Festival.
On February 20th 2021, 6 members of TLC represented the Lesbian voice at the recent
Tropical Fruits Strategic Planning Day. TLC is meeting on Monday 8th March to discuss
the recent Strategic Planning and prepare for the Tropical Fruits AGM.
With activities opening up, TLC will meet regularly in 2021, once a month on Monday
evenings at 6pm at The Clubhouse. The Lesbian Caucus sees the new reality of a COVIDconscious world as an opportunity to organise smaller Women’s events under the
umbrella of Tropical Fruits and with its support.

Deborah Ryan-Mills
Convenor, TLC
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Tropical Fruits presents: Staged... save the date
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Fresh Fruits Youth Group
Fresh Fruits is a fun, safe and inclusive social group for young LGBTIQ people (16 – 24yrs of
age), based at headspace in Lismore fortnightly. This group has been active for 6 years and has
had over 80 youth through the doors.

Fresh Fruits Fair Day Photobooth 2019

Fresh Fruits in 2020, like the rest of the world had to adapt when COVID happened. Pre-COVID
the group would meet face to face; watch movies, have guest speakers, learn new skills, do art,
play with tech equipment, come to community events like Fair Day, BBQ’s and picnics. The
group then moved to an online platform mid 2020, they continued to meet fortnightly. The
young people adapted quickly, holding online forums and seeing each other’s faces on the
online hang outs.
The group resumed meeting face to face again pretty quickly. It was a breath of fresh air for
them when they could eat snacks and socialise again in person. My involvement with the group
as a member of the Fresh Fruits Subcommittee kicked off by joining a discussion requested by
the youth on ‘’what pronouns mean to me’’. It was an eye-opening discussion, with ideas
expressed freely and respectfully with lots of laughs.
Moving into 2021, I will be co-facilitating the group again with headspace. There are heaps of
ideas being thrown out there; from DJ workshops, art exhibitions and skills building workshops.
For me, there will be a strong focus on connecting the youth back to Tropical Fruits and the
broader LGBTIQ community. I will be joining forces with some new members to the
Subcommittee, ensuring the young people are supported and thriving.

Annie Monks
Extra - Ordinary Committee Member
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Business Liaison Subcommittee
Despite COVID and the cancellation of the festival, the Business Subcommittee still held
meetings but less frequently. Currently there are only 2 persons on the Subcommittee.
Transport Hub
Since the success of the 'Sluttle' Shuttle Bus in 2019, a sub-division naturally formed called
the Transport Hub. Transport is an essential part of the organisation, not only for the
festival but for all events throughout the year. We would eventually like to organise
transport for all events with potentially owning a bus in the future. This would help with the
organising of group days out, events and help people less mobile to come to the
Clubhouse. We are looking at ways to better improve the festival bus service and have been
planning and writing procedures, ensuring better efficiency and keeping festival goers and
local businesses connected.
Commerce
Our aim is to create more of a partnership with local businesses, connecting and keeping
them informed of future Tropical Fruits events. We have a base structure and ideas that we
are building on. Businesses were approached in 2019 and showed support for potentially
hosting small events around festival time and would also be a great opportunity for Tropical
Fruits to organise events in the town centre i.e drag shopping. This would not only increase
sales for local business but would also use the 'Sluttle Bus' to maximum effect. This would
also build stronger connection between local businesses and Tropical Fruits.
With the restrictions easing, we are hoping to host one of the monthly networking events in
the near future with the Chamber of Commerce. Not only will this be a great promotion for
the Club, but also for businesses to know what the organisation does. It also has the
potential for local businesses to become sponsors.
Another part of commerce is to run and organise the food stalls at the festival. An idea is to
create a 'Cafe district', with all food and drink stalls in one area with seating and it to have a
cool, chill vibe. This was in the planning stage but was put on hold due to festival
cancellation.
Our focus is to keep building stronger connections to the
business community and building relationships so
everyone can benefit from the festival and all feel included.

Deb Jackson
Extra - Ordinary Committee Member
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Our Partnerships
ACON Northern Rivers - Lismore
Fruits and ACON have worked together for many years to support and keep our LGBTIQ
community safe. During 2020 a major partnership has been the Rainbow Meals and Goodies
Program delivered with ACON Northern Rivers & the Bobby Goldsmith Foundation. Rainbow
Meals delivered pre-prepared meals to LGBTIQ community elders and people living with HIV
who are highly vulnerable during the COVID-19 pandemic. The service included 5 free meals a
week delivered by volunteers on Tuesdays and Fridays. The service has been a great way to
provide practical support and a reliable social outlet for our most vulnerable community
members. The Rainbow Meals program was highlighted for our outstanding LGBTQ community
service during ACON’s Honour Awards 2020. You can hear more about it through the ‘We Thank
You’ video series available here https://www.honourawards.com.au/wethankyou
Fruits was also asked by ACON Northern Rivers to take part in their ‘Big Stays In’ Online forum in
November 2020. The panel was called ‘Regional Rainbow Organisations in COVID Times’. It was
facilitated by Michael Tizard from ACON Northern Rivers and included folks from Central Coast
Twist and Bega Rainbow Wave, in addition to Fruits. This was a great opportunity for regional
LGBTQ groups to talk about how we have been working differently this year and to learn from
other rainbow organisations. We look forward to working further with ACON during 2021 and
the next festival period.
The North Coast National Showground Lismore
It wasn’t our usual year and we missed having events at the ol’ Showground - this would have
been our 18th year having our New Years’ Festival there. We stayed in touch with the team
there as we both spent the first half of the year wondering if our main events would go ahead –
but alas neither the Lismore Show, the Fruits Fair Day or New Year’s Festival were to be in 2020.
In the meantime, the Show Society has been upgrading facilities and we will be ready for a fresh
look at our annual partnership agreement in 2021 - with hopefully all our major events back on.
Jackson Technical Services
Although we didn’t get to have our favourite ‘Dangerous Dan’ as Festival Production Manager
this year, Dan and JTS have continued to provide us ongoing technical support at the
Clubhouse. Dan has been providing technical support to the New Year’s festival in one role or
another for ten years now. This year JTS have increased our WIFI capacity - making our monthly
live stream events possible – and Dan is also there to consult or help us out with the technical
side of things. We are in negotiations to draft a formal partnership agreement with JTS this year
to ensure we look after one another and the tremendous good will between us is acknowledged
and nurtured. Thanks for everything Dan!
We also highly value our other Partners including Social Futures, headspace and who we
continue to work with in 2021.
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Tropical Fruits Northern Rivers Queer History Project
The Tropical Fruits Northern Rivers Queer History project
The project began way back in 2009 when Peter Mitchell proposed creating a History Wall
in what was our newly acquired Club House/Fruitbowl, an idea that came out of a recent
vision day. He was aware that lots of LGBTIQ people and their groups and organisations
have been leading a rich and diverse life in the Northern Rivers since at least the early 60’s.
He was keen that this her/history was not forgotten or lost. He began with the Tropical
Fruits by collecting & sorting posters and newsletters and starting lists.
In 2011 a $2200 grant from the Lismore City Council helped us start archiving and
cataloguing the Tropical Fruits material and record our stories. We bought a bunch of
archival material, a quality audio recording device, digital camera and printer that allowed
us to do high quality digital scans of documents, photos and slides. We also began what
has been a long and productive association with the Australian Lesbian & Gay Archives
(ALGA) in Melbourne. Over the years we have updated their collection of our Fruit Juice
newsletters and other important TF documents (an ongoing project) and recently they
digitised the entire set and provided us with our own copy for use at the clubhouse.

New Management Committee at the 2nd ever AGM 1990
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Tropical Fruits Northern Rivers Queer History Project 2

Left: First History Project Workshop 2011 at the FruitBowl
Right: “Lismore Has a Diverse Past-Our LGBTIQ Hidden History Revealed” Southern Cross University
Learning Centre/Library.
Photos: Ian Gray

Out of that began the process of recording memories, copying/ scanning and archiving
publications, flyers, letters, memorabilia, documents and photos/videos/film from over
the last 30+ years of Tropical Fruits and Northern Rivers queer history. A history page
was added to the website showcasing selected material.
Ongoing work requires more help from interested tf members and includes:
the formation of a working group to oversee the future of the project
the installation of that History Wall- yes, we never did do it!
continued media output to encourage members to be Active Archivists
ongoing digitising of records- photos, CDs, tapes, documents
and the writing of the ‘Tropical Fruits Story’ for eventual publication
maybe even the commissioning of a documentary

Contact us:
TF Northern Rivers Queer History Project - Uncle (Ian Gray) 0407891913
queerhistory2@gmail.com or production@tropicalfruits.org.au
The Northern Rivers Queer History Project is supported and auspiced by the Tropical
Fruits Inc.
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Tropical Fruits Northern Rivers Queer History Project
Over the last 10 years some of the project’s accomplishments have included:
Records: Creating lists, spreadsheets & databases of the over 220 newsletters, a myriad of
ephemera, management committee members and staff lists, parties & other events, posters and
important administration documents over 30 years.
Promotion: A number of very positive stories in the local media and various FB pages regarding
the project, as well as regular articles in our Fruit Juice newsletter.
Archiving: Installation of dedicated & secure storage for our archives at the Fruitbowl and the
setting up of systems to support staff, committee & members to direct TF material to this
archive.
Exhibitions: The mounting of two major exhibitions, firstly “25 Years of Inclusion-The Tropical
Fruits Inc” at the Lismore Regional Gallery, opening in December 2013 to coincide with “Rainbow
Circus 25 Years” NYE festival and then in June 2017, “Lismore Has a Diverse Past-Our LGBTIQ
Hidden History Revealed” at the very stunning ground floor space at the Southern Cross
University Learning Centre/Library.
Conferences: We have attended the annual Homosexual History Conference in various capital
cities since 2013 and presented papers and spoke on panels highlighting the queer history
stories and work in the Northern Rivers. These conferences have been a great forum to network
and learn what is happening in other rural areas regarding queer history work and stories as well
as spreading our TF story.
Collecting: As a result of regular posts in TF and other queer media, many NR folk have become
Active Archivists and sent us material or leads to where stuff may be. In this Covid era, when we
are doing a lot of clearing out and de-cluttering at home, don’t forget us!
Video production: A number of small history videos have been produced for various events
and exhibitions.
Collaboration: Since last year we have been collaborating with the very exciting Tweed Regional
Museum, providing material and research towards their upcoming digital project “Small Town
Queer”. It’s an online exhibition & collection project exploring the rich tapestry of the Tweed
Shires’ LGBTIQ+ history from the early 1900’s to today. We have also responded to numerous
high school and Uni/TAFE students looking for historical material for their research projects.
GLAMorising!: In the last few years I have visited and talked to all of the NR Galleries, Libraries,
Archives and Museums (the GLAM sector) to encourage them to see how “queer” their
collections are and support them to be more inclusive of our LGBTIQ+ community and get
involved in telling ours stories. I presented the results at the 2018 Melbourne Homosexual
History Conference forum.
Oral history interviews: We have conducted over 15 audio/video interviews, beginning with
older members of the community, about their experiences of living in the area as an LGBTIQ+
person. We have a huge list of people still to talk to and so are very keen to train up a batch of
oral historians.

Stay Safe. Stay Calm. Stay Connected. Keep Looking. Keep Remembering.
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Our fruity love and thanks
Tropical Fruits extends our most heartfelt and Fruity Thankyou!
to all the incredible Fruity Members, valued Volunteers, incredible Staff and our
Partners, Contractors, Suppliers and their fabulous family, friends and Allies who make
the Tropical Fruits what it is every year.
A special thankyou to our LGBTIQ and First Nation Elders who were there in the
beginning to show us the way.
Thank you to Uncle Ian (Public Officer) for the inspiration for us to produce our first
ever Annual Report.

Support your Club by renewing
your Tropical Fruits membership.
Members enjoy special ticket pricing,
selected local retail offers, and voting
rights at our AGM.
$35 Full $20 Concession

__________________________
RENEW ONLINE

__________________________
tropicalfruits.org.au/membership

Or drop by the Fruit Bowl to renew in person.
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Appendix 1: Auditor's Report

Appendix 2: Annual General Meeting 2020 Minutes

